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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
STATE HOUSE, BOSTON 02133, September 12, 1973

Ito the Honorable Senate and House ofRepresentatives.

In accordance with the provisions of Article LVI of the Amend-
ments to the Constitution, I am returning, herewith, House Bill No.
7204 entitled “AN ACT AUTHORIZING CERTAIN OPEN BURN-
ING.”

This bill would allow the open burning of brush within the
Commonwealth during the period between March 15 and April 15. It
would permit such burning without restricting either the location or
the method of burning and would not provide for adequate
consideration of the need for sufficient atmospheric ventilation. As
presently written it would allow the open burning of large amounts
of brush at commercial disposal facilities. It also provides no
assurances that State and Federal air pollution standards will not be
violated.

I realize fully the reasons behind this legislation. Many individual
home owners especially in rural areas consider the open burning
regulations to be an unnecessary hardship. They point out that the
Department of Public Health has been especially rigid in its
administration of these regulations.

I also realize that there are many local officials who are concerned
that these regulations have increased the cost of operating their
sanitary landfills.

I think it important that, while assessing the problems with the
•ipen burning regulations, we not forget the reasons such regulations
were adopted.

First, they are a part of the state’s implementation plan to meet
federal air pollution standards for suspended particulate matter. Any
change in these regulations must demonstrate that these standards
would not be violated. Such changes are subject to the review of the
Environmental Protection Agency.
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Secondly, the Department of Public Health has contended that
one individual does not have the right to create a problem that
affects the health, causes discomfort to, or otherwise interferes with
another individual’s right to enjoy his own property. Open burning
can cause such a nuisance condition.

I believe that any changes in the open burning regulations must be
so designated that neither of these principles would be violated. I do
not agree that we should attempt to solve our solid waste problems*
by open burning; but, I do agree that greater flexibility may be*
needed in relation to individual land owners. To this end the
Department has already taken actions to liberalize the administration
of the existing regulations. For example, in June the Department
informed the District Directors that an interpretation of air pollution
regulations 7.2.5 and 7.2.6 (open burning for agricultural purposes)
which restricted their scope to only commercial agricultural opera-
tions was found to be unduly harsh in impact and that these
regulations should be construed to include valid non-commercial
agricultural endeavors. However, more can be done.

The amendments I am offering today would make five principal
changes in this legislation.

First I am recommending that any program to allow openburning
must insure that such burning only occurs during periods of suitable
atmospheric conditions. H 7204 is consistent with my thinking but
would place the decision on whether to grant a permit in the hands
f the chief of the local fire department. I believe that decisions

regarding the atmospheric conditions should be made by the
Department of Public Health. I am recommending that the fire chief
be required to call the District Air Pollution Office before issuing
open burning permits for that day. I wish to point out that, in

mtrast to the present procedure, the amendment I propose would
not require that the particular permit be obtained from the
Department. I recommend that the permit be obtained from the
local fire chief- but that the chief be required to obtain from the
Department’s district director concurrence that atmospheric ventila-
tion will be suitable and that no air stagnation is anticipated.

condly, in order to prevent the creation of nuisance conditions
h may affect the health of abutters, I am recommending that no

rrning be conducted within 300 feet of dwellings or occupied
buildings
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Thirdly, the requirements which normally apply to pen burning
variances as set forth in section 7.2.5 of the state’s air pollution
regulations such as that requiring that only smoke minimizing
starters be used should apply here. I do not feel it is at all
unreasonable to preclude the use of old tires to start such a fire.

Fourth, I am recommending that a provision be adopted to insure
that the open burning not be allowed at commercial disposal facili-
ties. If this is adopted, these facilities could store large amounts of
brush over the fall and winter and burn them during this one month

Fifth, I am recommending that the period for burning be moved
back one month in the Southeastern Air Pollution region. The De-
partment of Natural Resources informs me that late March and early
April can be serious forest fire problem months for this region.

Finally, I cannot guarantee that even the tighter program I am
recommending will meet Federal standards. Therefore, I recommend
that this bill be adopted as a two-year pilot project during which the
state will take additional measurements. Two years is an appropriate
time period, because on July 1, 1975, Massachusetts must be
compliance with Federal air pollution standards. If, through tl
measurements, it becomes evident that this program is not exceeding

these standards, it could easily be readopted
Therefore, in order to meet the express termination that

revision of our open burning cont pr
in order to attempt to assure compliance with federal a
standards, I am recommending tha

By striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting i
thereof the following

SECTION 1. Chapter 48 of th Gene hereby amended
Aby inserting after sectio )w i nt

Section ISA. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 142A
chapter 111 of the General Laws as amended by chapter 422 of the

of 1959 and notwithstanding the provisions of secti
chapter 111 as amended by chapter 472 of the acts of 1965, any
person during the period from March 15, 1974 to April 15, 19
from March 15, 1975 to
the Southeastern Massachusetts Air Pollution Control D
open burning of products of open space land husbandry
management on private property, includin m
referred to as brush, including vegetation such
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cane, and other forestry debris, bur excluding grass, hay and leaves,
provided said debris resulted from natural causes such as wind and
storms. Such burning may be conducted within the Southeastern
Massachusetts Air Pollution Control District during the period from
February 15, 1974 to March 15, 1974 and from February 15, 1975
to March 15, 1975. Said person shall obtain a permit as provided in
section 13, provided that before issuing the permit in accordance
with section 13, the fire warden or the fire chief shall obtain the
concurrence of the department of public health that atmospheric
ventilation will be suitable and that no air stagnation is forecast for
the time specified in the permit. No such permit shall be issued to a
commercial disposal facility.

Such open burning shall be performed in accordance with the
following requirements: (a) without causing a nuisance; (b) smoke
minimizing starters will be used if fire starters are necessary; (c) no
such open burning shall be conducted within 300 feet of dwellings or
other occupied buildings.

Violations of the provisions of this statute shall be punishable by a
fine of not more than fifty dollars per day and each day’s violation
shall constitute a separate offense.

Respectfully submitted,
FRANCIS W. SARGENT,

Governor
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